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PROGRAMMING ASSIGNMENT 1

Subject : Creating your personal GitHub account and accepting in the assignment
Advisor : Res. Assist. (Bahar GEZİCİ, Necva BÖLÜCÜ)

Due Date : 25.10.2019 (23.59)

Click here to accept your Assignment 1

Introduction

GitHub is a platform for version control and collaboration. It allows you and others to work
together on a project from anywhere.

We believe that you will benefit greatly from GitHub, especially from its feature that enables
you to keep track of your assignment development stages. To use GitHub you only need an
account and Internet access. Once you create an account you will have access to a personal
repository that can contain folders, files, images, data sets and anything else needed for your
project.

Create your GitHub account and accept the first assignment

• In accordance with the instructions provided in the lab handout, create your personal
GitHub account (Make sure you use your cs e-mail account and your student
ID b2XXXXXX as your username for your GitHub account. Otherwise,
your work will not be graded).

• Accept your 1st Assignment .

• Finally, PUSH your project once completed.

Project

In this assignment, simply create a text file, named with your student ID (b2XXXXXX), in
which you introduce yourself and state that you understand and accept the course policy (see
Fig. 1). This file and a photo of you named with your ID b2XXXXXX.jpg should be placed
under a directory also named with your ID.
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Figure 1: Text file content

Notes

• Do not miss the submission deadline.

• Save all your work until the assignment is graded.

• You can ask your questions via Piazza and you are supposed to be aware of everything
discussed on Piazza.

• You must submit your work with the file hierarchy as stated below:

→ <STUDENTID>
→ <STUDENTID.txt>
→ <STUDENTID.jpg>

Academic Integrity

All work on assignments must be done individually unless stated otherwise. You are en-
couraged to discuss with your classmates about the given assignments, but these discussions
should be carried out in an abstract way. That is, discussions related to a particular solution
to a specific problem (either in actual code or in the pseudocode) will not be tolerated. In
short, turning in someone else’s work, in whole or in part, as your own will be considered
as a violation of academic integrity. Please note that the former condition also holds for the
material found on the web as everything on the web has been written by someone else.
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https://piazza.com/hacettepe.edu.tr/fall2019/bbm101

